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It is well known that the theory of sufficiency in mathematical statistics
is closely related to the properties of the statistical structure (X, S, M), where
X is a set, S is a σ-field of subsets of X and M i s a collection of probability
measures on S. When M is dominated, that is, each measure in M is absolutely
continuous with respect to a common probability measure, we have the several
important results about sufficiency (for example [1], [2]).
T. S. Pitcher introduced a more general condition than the domination,
which we call compactness, and proved the existence of a minimal sufficient
sub-σ-field under this condition, which had been guaranteed if M is dominated
In §1, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for compactness in the
case of discrete probability measures and a necessary condition in general case.
In §2 we prove a few results about the relations between sufficiency and com-
pactness. In the final section we give the negative answers to the open problems
posed by Pitcher.
It is a pleasure to express our best thanks to Mr. H. Morimoto and Mr.
M. Takahashi for their valuable suggestions.
0. In this section, after stating some notations and definitions, we refer
to Pitcher's definition of compactness and state some of his results which will
be referred to in this paper.
The statistical structure (X, S, M) is to be kept in mind throughout the
paper and all σ-fields entering the discussion is implicitly assumed to be a sub-
σ-field of S. For a σ-fϊeld T and a finite measure P, we define an outer measure
Γ(* I T, P) by T(A | T, P)= inf P(B) for any subset A of X.
Let 7\ and T2 be two σ-fields. We write T,= T2 if for any A<= Tx there
exists B<=T2 such that T(AAB\S9 P)=0 for all P<=M and vice versa, where
AAB denotes the symmetric difference of A and B. For a σ-field T, put
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p
τ
(x)= Π A. T will be called an atomic σ-field if ρ
τ
(x)<=T for all
{p
τ
(x)\x^X} forms a partition of X and we call it the partition induced by T.
A σ-field will be said to be complete if it is closed under the formation of unions
of arbitrarily many number of sets in it. A complete field is clearly atomic.
For a σ-field T, we define f(S)= {A | for each P ( G M ) , there exists DP^T
such that Γ(AADP \ S, P)=0} . We write f=g[P] iff is equal to g almost every-
where with respect to P.
Fer each P(^M)y S-measurable / and real number p with 1^/><OO we
wiite \\f\\Pfp for the number (fx\f\pdP)1/py and ||/||oo,P for the P-essential
supremum of | / | . For all oo^>p^>\ we define \\f\\PfM— sup ll/ll^.p. Let
Ep(Xy Sy M) be the set of all / with \\f\\PtM<°°- Then Ep(Xy Sy M) with
I I/I \P, M as norm is a Banach space. Let Bp(Xy Sy M) be the unit ball in
Ep(Xy S, M).
Now we proceed to define the compactness of (Xy S, M). For each P^M
and h<=ΞLq{P) ( — + — = l ) , \K P) through the formula l(h, P)(f)=fχfhdP is a
continuous linear functional on Ep(Xy Sy M). Let £P{X, Sy M) be the totality
of finite linear conbinations of a finite number of l(hy P). We consider the
weakest topology in which the elements of 6P(X, Sy M) are continuous and call
it 6P(X, Sy M) topology. (Xy Sy M) is said to be compact if Bp(Xy Sy M) is
compact with respect to the <Sp(Xy Sy M) topology for some p (1 <p< cχ>). It is
known ([3] Theorem 1.1) that if Bp(X, Sy M) is 6P{X, Sy M) compact for some
p ( 1 < / ) < O O ) then it is compact for all such^>.
Let Wp{P) be the weakly topologized unit ball in Lp{P) and Π Wp(P) the
direct product space of Wp(P) with usual Tychonoff topology. Elements of
Π WAP) will be denoted by (/P). We designate by *' the diagonal mapping
PΪΞM
which maps e a c h / e S ^ X , Sy M) to the element of the product space Π Wp(P)
PGM.
whose value at Wp{P) is /. According to [3] (Xy Sy M) is compact if and only
if ip(Bp(Xy Sy M)) is closed in Π WP{P) for some/) ( l < ρ < o o ) .
Here we state some results obtained by Pitcher which will be often referred
to in this paper.
Theorem A. ([3] Lemma 1. 2.) The following are equivalent:
1. (fp)p<=M is in the closure ofip(Bp(Xy Sy M))\
2. for every finite set Piy- yPn from M there is an f in Bp(Xy Sy M) satisfy-
ίng f=fpt{pi\ fori=l, — fn;
3. for every countable set (P^from M there is an fin Bp(Xy Sy M) satisfy-
ing f=fPi[Pi] for all i.
Theorem B. ([3] Theorem 2. 1.) // (X, Sy M) is compact, then S~S(S).
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Theorem C. ([3] Theorem 2. 2.) // (X, S, M) is compact and T is a
sub-σ-field of 5, then (X, t(S), M) is compact.
Theorem D. ([3] Theorem 2. 3.) // T is a sufficient sub-σ-field for
(X, S(5), M), then T= f(S).
Theorem E. ([3] Theorem 2. 4.) // f(S) is a sufficient sub-σ-field for
(X, S(S), M) then (X, S(S), M) is compact if and only if (Xy t(S), M) is compact
and {b I btΞBJJC, S(S), M) andE(b\ f(S), M=0} is compact in the β
x
{X, S(S), M)
topology.
Theorem F. ([3] Theorem 2. 5.) If(X, Sy M) is compact, then there exists
a best sufficient sub-σ-field of S, i.e.y a sufficient sub-σ-field T such that TdTλ for
any other sufficient sub-σ-field T
λ
.
1. Throughout this section we assume that S is atomic and let {A
Λ
 \ a G Λ}
be the partition of X induced by S. A finite measure P on S is said to be dis-
crete if there exist a countable number of A
ay say Aai, AΛ2 ,••• such that
P( u A
a
.)=P(X). Let C(P) be the set of all a satisfying P(A
a
)>0 and XP be
the set U {A> I a e C(P)}. For a subset Λ' ofΛ let X(A') be the set U {A
Λ
 \ a <= Λ'}.
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a family of discrete probability measures. Let us
assume that for any A
Λ
 there exists P^Mwith P(A
a
)>0. Then the following three
assertions are equivalent:
(1) (X, S, M) is compact;
(2) S=S(S);
(3) S is complete.
Proof. (1) ==> (2). Since (Xy S, M) is compact, we have S = S(S) (Theorem
B). By the assumption of our theorem, T(A\S, P)—0 for all P^M implies
A=Φ. Hence we have S=S(S).
(2) =#-(3). Suppose that S is not complete. Then there exists Λ'(cΛ)
such that X(A')$S. We put DP=X-(XP-X(A')) for each P(EΞM). Since
XP<EΞS, it is clear DPeS. We have X{A')ΔDP=DP -X{A')cX-XPGS and
P(X-XP) = 0. This implies Γ(X(A')ADP\S, P ) = 0 and hence ^ A O e ^ S ) .
Thus we have S^S(S).
(3)=Φ(1). We first note that an S-measurable / is a constant on each A
Λ
and its converse is also true since S is complete. Let us denote this constant
value by/*. Moreover we note that/=£[P] implies f"=g* for each a(=C(P).
Let (/P) be an element in the closure of ip(Bp{X, S, M)). It follows from
Theorem A that, for P,Pf<=M, there exists a g in Bp(X,S,M) such that
g=fp[P] and g=fp'[Pr\. Then by the above notes we have f£=fp for each
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a<=C(P) Π C(P'). Hence for each αGΛ there exists a real c
a
 such that/*=c
Λ
for all P satisfying CC<=LC(P). We define a function / such that f(x)=c
a
 for
x^A
a
. f is clearly S-measurable because S is complete. We have f=fp[P]
for all P G M . Since (/P)e Π H ^ ) , we have/efi J z , S, M) and i/f)=(fP).
P^M.
Hence (fP)^ip(Bp(Xy S, M))y which shows closedness of ip(Bp(Xy S> M)).
Hence (X, S, M) is compact.
It is easy to see that a probability measure P can be decomposed as
P=P1JrP2y where P
1
 is a discrete measure and P2 is a measure satisfying
P2(A
a
)=0 for all a.
Theorem 1.2. 7/ ίλe cardinality of Λ w nonmeasurablef the completeness of
S implies the compactness of (Xy S, M).
Proof. By the assumption of our theorem and completeness of S> we have
P2(X)=0 for all P(<=M). So all P in M are discrete. Hence it follows from
Theorem 1.1 that (X, 5, M) is compact.
REMARK 1.1. It is known that the cardinality of the continuum is non-
measurable under the continuum hypothesis ([4]).
The following theorem gives a necessary condition for compactness of
a statistical structure.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that (X, S, M) is compact. Then we have
Γ(H\S, P 2 )=0, where H= U XP.
P<EM
Proof. Suppose that there exists P ( G M ) such that Γ(H\Sy P 2 ) > 0 . Let
fP be the indicator function of XP. For every finite set P19 •••, Pn from M, if g
is the indicator function of U Xp0 we have g=fPi[P.] (i=ly 2, •••, n). This
shows (fp)^ip(Bp(Xy S, M)) (Theorem A). Hence there exists an h in
Bp(X,SyM) such that h=fP[P] for all P(ΪΞM). h must satisfy h(x)=l for
XEΞA* if A
a
czHy and hence Hcz{x\h(x)=l}<=S. Since Γ(H\SyP2)>0 by
assumption, we have P\{x \ h{x)— 1})>0. Consequently we have P2{{x \ h(x)= 1}
-Xp)>0 and therefore P({x\h(x)=l} -XP)>0. It is clear that/ P (*)=0 and
h(x)= 1 on {x\h(x)=ί} —Xpy that is, that/ P and h take different values on a set
of positive measure, which is contradictory to h=fp[P]. Hence we have
T(H\Sy P2)=0 for all P(ΪΞM).
REMARK 1.2. To show that there are assertions about sufficiency true in
the dominated case but not necessarily true in the undominated case, several
authors gave the pathological examples of the statistical structure ([1], [5],
[6]). Using Theorem 1.1 or 1.3 it will be verified easily that these structures
are not compact.
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2. At first we shall state the definitions of the sufficiency and the pairwise
sufficiency.
Let T be a sub-σ-field of S. For a probability measure P and a bounded
5-measurable function/, there exists a Γ-measurable functin EP(f\ T) satisfying
/ d P = ( EP(f\T)d?
J A
for all A^T. This EP(f\ T) is called the conditional expectation function of/
given T and P. A sub-er-field T of S is sufficient for (Xy S, M) if corresponding
to each bounded 5-measurable function/, there exists a Γ-measurable function
φf such that
φf=EP(f\T)[P]
for each P in M. We shall denote this φf by E(f\ Γ, M). A sub-σ-field T of
*S is pairwise sufficient for (Xy Sy M) if it is sufficient for every pair {Piy P2} of
measures in M.
In the dominated case it is well known that if 7\ is sufficient and T
λ
 c T2
then Γ2 is also sufficient and that the concept of sufficiency coincides with that of
pairwise sufficiency. The aim of this section is to study these results under the
compactness condition.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that T1 is a pairwise sufficient sub-σ-field for
{Xy S, M) and Γ x c T2(cS). Then T2 is sufficient for (X, S, M) if (X, T2, M)
is compact.
Proof. Let T be a sub-σ-field. Let eP(E \ T) be the conditional expectation
function of XE(E^S) given T and a probability measure P. Since Tx is pairwise
sufficient for (X, S, M), so is T2. Therefore for every finite set Piy •••, Pn from
M there is a T2-measurableg such that g=eP.(E\ Γ2)[Pt ] (/'—1, •••, n). Since we
can take g such that 0^g(x)<^l for all x, we may assume g^Bp(X, T2, M).
Accordingly (eP(E | T 2 ) ) P e M is contained in the closure of ip(Bp(X, T2> M))
(Theorem A). Hence (eP(E \ Γ 2 ) ) P e M is in ip(Bp(Xy Γ2, M)) since (Xy T2, M) is
compact. Thus there is an h in £ / X , T2, M) such that h=eP(E\ T2)[P] for all
P ( G M ) , which shows the sufficiency of T2.
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that (X, S, M) is compact and T
x
 is pairwise
sufficient for (XySyM). If T,czT2 and f2(S)dSy then T2(S) is sufficient for
(Xy Sy M).
Proof. By Theorem C (Xy T2(S)y M) is compact. Under the conditions
of the above Theorem 2.1, T2(S) is sufficient for (Xy Sy M).
Corollary 2.2. Suppose that (Xy Sy M) is compact and that To is the
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minimal sufficient sub-σ-field and Γ
o
c Γ c 5 . If (X, T, M) is compact, then
K={f\f^B
ΰO(Xy S(S)y M), E(f\ f(S)y M)=0} is 6x(Xy S(S)y M) compact.
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 T is sufficient for (X, S, M). Since (X, Sy M)
is compact, we have S = S(S) (Theorem B). So T is sufficient for (Xy S(S)y M)
and therefore Γ = f(S) (Theorem D). Hence t(S) is sufficient for (X, S(S)y M)
and therefore £(/ | f(S), M) can be taken independently of P((=M). On the
other hand it follows from S = S(S) that (X, S(S), M) is also compact. Hence
by Theorem E, K is β
x
{X, S(S)y M) compact.
Theorem 2.2. // (X, Sy M) is compact and if T(dS) is sufficient for
(X, Sy M)y then (X, T, M) is compact.
Proof. Since (Xy Sy M) is compact, we have S = S(S) (Theorem A). Thus
it is shown that T is also sufficient for (X, S(5), M). Hence T= f(S) holds
(Theorem D). (X, f(S), M) is compact (Theorem C) and therefore (X, T, M)
is compact.
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that (X, S, M) is compact, that T
x
a.T2ciS and
thatT
x
 is pairwise sufficient for (Xy S, M). Then the sufficiency of T2 is equi-
valent to the compactness of (X, T2, M).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. So we
shall omit the proof.
REMARK 2.1. Suppose that (X, Sy M) satisfies the conditions of Theorem
1.1 and that S is complete. Under these conditions Basu and Ghosh proved that
there exists a minimal sufficient sub-σ-field and Morimoto proved that a
pairwise sufficient sub-σ-field is sufficient if and only if S is complete ([7], [8]).
(X, Sy M) is clearly compact by Theorem 1.1. So the result due to Basu and
Ghosh is immediate from the theorem obtained by Pitcher which guarantees
the existence of the minimal sufficient sub-σ-field under the compactness con-
dition (Theorem F). The result obtained by Morimoto is easily deduced from
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 2.3.
3. Pitcher mentioned two unsolved problems in his paper.
(1) If (X, S, M^ (i= 1, 2) are compact, is (X, S, M1U M2) compact ?
(2) If (X
o
 Siy M{) (i= 1, 2) are compact, is (X, X X2, S, X S2, Mx X M2) compact ?
Here X
x
 X X2 is the product space, *SΊ X S2 the σ-field generated by the Sx and S2
cylinder sets and M
x
 X M2 the set of product measures.
We begin with giving the negative answer to the first problem. We consider
the following example. Let X=R2 and C be the class of all cones in i?2. The
empty set φ is assumed to be a cone. Let S be {(E—A)\JB\E(=C; A and B
are countable}. Then S becomes a σ-field and it is atomic (p(x)={x} for all
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x). Let P
x
 be a probability measure allotting the total mass to a point x and let
M
x
 be {P
x
\χζΞU={(xiy x2)\xl+xl=l}}. We shall show that (Xy Sy Mx) is
compact. Let {fp
x
)XELU be in the closure of ip(Bp(Xy Sy M^j). Define g(x) as
follows. If #Φθ, g(x)=fp
ax
(ax) where a is a real with ax^U and if x=0y
g(x)=0. g is clearly 5-measurable and g=fp
x
[P
x
] for all PX^MX. So we have
ί ^ ) = ( / p J ^ y and therefore ip(Bp(X, S, M,)) is closed. Hence (Z, 5, Mx) is
compact.
Define a probability measure P as follows. For each F=(E — A) Uδ(G«S),
where £ is a cone and 4^, 5 are countable, P(F)=1 if (1, 0)<Ξ£ and P(F)=0 if
(1, 0)$Z?. Putting M 2 ={P}, (X, S, M2) is clearly compact since M2 is domi-
nated. To prove that (X, S> M1\jM2) is not compact, we use Theorem 1.3.
The set U in this example corresponds to the set H in Theorem 1.3. Since X
is an only cone containing Uy we have T(U\SyP2)=ί. By Theorem 1.3 this
shows that (X, Sy Mx U M2) is not compact.
Before proceeding to the second problem, we shall prove a lemma. Hence-
forth Gσ will denote the σ-field generated by G.
Lemma. If B in Gσ separates x and y, then there exists A in G which
separates them.
Proof. Let/be the set of all such Z?'s in the statement of our lemma.
Then it is easy to show that/ is a σ-field and GczJ. Hence we have Gσ=J and
the proof is completed.
Now we consider the second problem and give the following example.
Suppose that \X\ >2Ho, where \X\ means the cardinality of X. Let M be the
set of all discrete probability measures on (X, 2X). Let Xi9 S{ and M{ (i=ί, 2)
be two copies of X, 2X and M respectively. Then (Xiy Siy M{) (i=ly 2) are
compact due to Theorem 1.1. But we shall show that {X
x
 X X2, St X S29 Mx X M2)
is not compact. For this purpose at first we shall prove A$S 2XS 2 y where Δ is
the diagonal {(xy x) \ x^X} of Xx X X2. Suppose that Δ is contained in S1X S2.
Noting that {^4xJB|^ 4, B^2X} is a set of generators of *SΊx52 we can choose
Ai XB£ (i=ly 2, •••) from it such that Δ e {A{ x B { | ί = 1, 2, - .} σ ([9], p. 24). We
consider a mapping φ from X into HAvBϊA2'B2"••> such that φ(x)={Ai(Bi)\
x^A^Bi)}. Since \X\ >2^o there exist x and y such that φ(x)=φ(y)- Since
(x, ΛJ)GΔ, (xy y ) $ Δ , it follows from the above lemma that there exists AioxBio
which separates (xy x) and (xy y). So it occurs that Bio separates x and yy which
is contradictory to φ(x)=φ(y). Hence we have A^S1xS2. The facts that
every point is a member of S± X S2 and that AφS1xS2 imply that S± X S2 is not
complete. Hence it follows from Theorem 1.1 that (X
x
χX2y SλxS2y MxxM2)
is not compact. Thus we get the negative answer to the second problem.
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